What's the problem ?
Microscopic screening (ideal plasma) Debye -Hückel screening (nλ 3 << 1) Thomas -Fermi screening (nλ 3 >> 1)
Macroscopic screening (ideal plasma) Historical comments Pannekoek A., Bull. Astron. Inst. Neth., 1 (1922) Rosseland S. Mon. Roy. Astron. Soc., 84, (1924) dP e /dr = -GMm e n e /r 2 -n e eE dP i /dr= -GMm i n i /r 2 + n i qE 
Generalization to ideal plasma of ions (А,Z) and electrons The model of L. Bildsten et al. (2001 -2007) 
e e e dP n r m g r eE dr 
Integral form of thermodynamic equilibrium conditions
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The main problem -strong non-locality of the free energy functional due to long-range nature of Coulomb and gravitational forces Standard: separation of main non-local parts. 
, n e (r), {n jk (x,y)} T} = const 
In terms of forces
Balance of forces including generalized "non-ideality" force 
Macroscopic Screening in Non-Ideal Plasma
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Non-Ideality Effects
In electroneutrality regions one obtains:
Here:
n μ D is inverse matrix to:
NB! The local free energy density f*({n}) must be defined for non-electroneutral densities {n k } ( )
In terms of potentials
In terms of forces
Details of Variational Procedure
Dilemma: Physical or Chemical representation ? Simplified cases:
-Two-component electron-ionic system with arbitrary degree of degeneracy and non--ideality (strongly correlated system) Ideal-mixture approximation
Electronic contribution falls out from in the limit of strong electron degeneracy due to diminishing of ideal-gas electronic compressibility: Final equation for average electrostatic field (with taking into account non-ideality and degeneracy effects)
Non-ideality effects in two-component plasma {+Z, e}
Equilibrium condition with "non-ideality force"
-non-ideal-gas part of (local) chemical potential of specie j
Here:
1) Ideal and non-degenerate gas (nλ e 3 << 1) 0 2
Polarization compensates just one half of gravitational attraction (for symmetric ion A=2Z)
«Global» non-ideality effect ! Non-ideality effects in local density approximation (continued) 3) Ideal and highly-degenerate gas (nλ e 3 >> 1)
Polarization compensates almost totally gravitational attraction of ions 2) Non-ideal and non-degenerate gas (nλ e 3 << 1)
Polarization compensates more than one half of gravitational attraction (for symmetric ion) 4) Non-ideal and highly-degenerate gas (nλ e 3 >> 1)
Polarization compensates not only gravitational attraction but additional "non-ideality force" directed towards the center of a star ! 
